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eDiscovery and Beyond – an overview
The eDiscovery & Beyond Summit concluded last week marking eleven years that
Chilli IQ has been bringing insights of information governance and eDiscovery to a keen
Australian audience. A lot has changed over the years and so has the format of the event
which proved a fresh change and a jam-packed day of insights and news.

The event kicked off with a brief overview of the current legal landscape, masterly
presented by the Chair of the day Michael do Rozario from Corrs who also did a brilliant
job in keeping everyone on time and directing questions.
Setting the local and Asian scene was Andrew Caspersonn the opening speaker who
presented everything from the background and general environment of the Asian
market to the regulatory and language issues that one might face. From Asian markets to
international financial investigations presented by FTI Consulting’s Emily Tice via skype.
All aspects of data and data analytics were expertly discussed in view of recent case
studies that the FTI team have been working on. An insightful overview on the
importance of data analytics in big cases, was a main focus.

It is was a privilege to have Australia’s leading Judicial expert, Justice Peter Vickery speak
on the first case of the use of TAR: The McConnell Dowell Constructors v Santam Ltd that
he had worked on. The Justice’s presentation was an excellent sum up of the practical use
of TAR and its future implications in the courts. Peter Wood from MinterEllison followed on
with a great analysis of the use of technology assisted review and its use in big cases in the
courts. His expertise in this area, especially in discovery in construction cases and discovery
in general, offered practical considerations for a practitioner using TAR and food for thought
in future cases.
The opportunity to ask questions and hear from the experts is another reason that delegates
continue to attend the eDiscovery Summit. This year the main panel discussion covered the
future of law and how proportionality and defensibility takes more than technology. In the
arm chair discussion were: Gavin Wingfield from KWM, Lisa Kozaris from Allens and Maureen
Duffy from Sibenco. All the main topics of TAR, CAL and AI were discussed together with
analytics and technical solutions to receive defensible discovery outcomes. It was an hour of
intense discussion and an opportunity for open discourse from the floor.

The new format of the event meant that the first streamed sessions occurred; in one room Skye Wu from
Telstra discussed CyberSecurity and Sanjay Verma from Terra Firma talked about Cyber Risk, in the other. Skye
dazzled the room with stories of data breaches and at times humorous cyber security risks and how they were
discovered by advanced security analytics. The hidden knowledge in company data was one of the highlights of the
presentation. Sanjay is a veteran of cybersecurity and his 22 years in the field come with a number of good stories
to tell. His session on cyber risk - a balancing act, deliberated the issue of where to start, how much to spend and
how long is the piece of string – was on point. He concluded with a fascinating overview on how organisations are
taking a pragmatic and scalable approach to deal with cyber threats.
The last session of the day and what is classed as the ‘graveyard shift’ was brought to life by James Turner from
IBRS. His indepth analysis of the foreseeable business risk that comes with doing business online was insightful.
He discussed the way cybersecurity can empower executives through the IBRS security leadership map which is
designed to help both the security practitioners and IT executives. It was an exceptional way to end what was an
informative and practical day.

The eleventh and new look eDiscovery & Beyond Summit concluded to what
one of the delegates proclaimed:
“Valuable event, exceptional speakers and very well run conference.”
Legal Technology Manager - Jackson Macdonald
The event prides itself on exceptional speakers to learn and be up to date
on current issues, opportunities to mingle and network with your peers and
the occasion to wander through the latest solution provider companies that
exhibit at the event. We are indebted to the constant support of our sponsors
and speakers and advisory panel who make the whole event possible.

Till next year !

Jenny Katrivesis
Conference Director
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Any event is only as good as its speakers and we at Chilli IQ are incredibly lucky to have had leading experts from across Australia
to share their knowledge with this unique group of delegates – we would like to personally thank them again.
Thank you also to the sponsors, who make it all possible and to you the delegate,
for attending and we hope that you found the event both informative and enjoyable.
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